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Overview

Activity Progress Status

A1: Outstanding recommendations Completed

A2: Recover S3I funds In progress

A3: Freeze further S3I investments Completed

A4: Consolidation of reserves Completed

A5: Freeze operational reserve Completed

A6: Support the work of the working group Ongoing

A7: Review of the oversight mechanisms that existed for S3i Ongoing - Slight  delay

A8: Review of UNOPS internal control systems Ongoing - Slight delay

A9: IAIG Independence assessment and S3I update Completed

A10: Ethics Independence assessment Ongoing - 70% complete
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Narrative update

A1: Outstanding recommendations

Description Requests that UNOPS review and develop a timeline to implement all
outstanding recommendations of the United Nations Board of Auditors, the
Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions, and the
Joint Inspection Unit, and to present this to the Executive Board at the second
regular session 2022;

Deliverables 1. Overview of outstanding recommendations (see annex 1)
2. Closure plan

Milestones ● Overview plan and closure plan shared with EB one week before
Second regular session - August 20, 2022

Timeframe ● Accelerated implementation started Mid June.
● Update will be provided at EB SRS
● Implementation will continue beyond SRS

Dependencies Ability to identify and deploy resources in support of implementation of
management action plans

Ownership Acting Executive Director

Status Update

UNOPS has undertaken focused efforts to respond to this request and demonstrate our
commitment to addressing all oversight recommendations in a timely manner.

Implementation timelines have been determined for all 150 currently open recommendations
from the UNBOA, JIU, ACABQ and our own Internal Audit and Investigations Group (IAIG), while 113
recommendations have been closed since the beginning of June.

As of 17 August 2022,  we are now focussing on the 150 (of which we expect to close 103
additional) recommendations by the end of this year - 33 from UNBoA, 7 from JIU, 63 from IAIG.
We consider that of the 10 ACABQ recommendations, 8 are covered by the work we are doing with
the Executive Board per Executive Board decisions on those recommendations. [Note: 8 ACABQ
recommendations with dependencies on the process and outcome in relation to the 2024-2025
biennial budget estimates, or further engagement with and decision by the Board."]

As we move forward, with the remaining recommendations open at this time, and more likely to
come, we must remain vigilant and determined. We will continue our concerted efforts, and pay
particular attention to the 20 recommendations that have been open for two or more years at the
end of this month.

There are recommendations on both 2023 and even 20224 timelines. This is because some
recommendations are subject to dependencies and require long-term efforts. They often involve
coordination with stakeholders, also beyond UNOPS, awell as investments into our systems, tools
and people.
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A2: Recover S3I funds

Description Take all necessary steps to recover funds related to the S3i

Deliverables 1. Recovery plan

Milestones ● Recovery plan finalisation
● Successful recovery of full or partial funds

Timeframe ● Recovery handed to OLA mid June
● Update will be provided at EB SRS
● Recovery may continue beyond SRS

Dependencies

Ownership UN OLA

Status Update

The recovery of funds was handed over to the UN Office of Legal Affairs (OLA) in June 2022. UNOPS
will provide an update on the recovery when a report will be provided by OLA.

A3: Freeze further S3I investments

Description Freeze all further S3i-related investments not already contractually
committed by UNOPS

Deliverables N/A

Milestones ● Date of last S3I investment

Timeframe ● No new investment approval made since December 2020; freeze
instigated in December 2021

● Reconfirmed during EB Annual session 2022

Dependencies

Ownership UNOPS Finance Group / S3I Team

Status Update

As reconfirmed during the annual session of the Executive Board in June 2022, no new investment
approvals for S3i have been made since December 2020. A freeze of further investments was
instigated in December 2021.
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A4: Consolidation of reserves

Description Transfer into the operational reserve any balance not committed to projects
from the growth and innovation reserve, accumulated surpluses, and the S3i
reserve;

Deliverables 1. Updated balance sheet (August will reflect consolidated reserve)

Milestones ● Date of reserve consolidation
● Publication of balance sheet

Timeframe ● Change in place by end July 2022.

Dependencies

Ownership UNOPS Finance Group

Status Update

UNOPS has transferred into the operational reserve any balance not committed to projects from
the growth and innovation reserve, accumulated surpluses, and the S3i reserve in July 2022. The
change will be reflected in an updated balance sheet in August 2022.

A5: Freeze operational reserve

Description Freeze all further transfers of money out of the operational reserve into the
growth and innovation reserve, the S3I reserve, accumulated surpluses, or for
any purpose other than daily operations;

Deliverables N/A

Milestones ● Confirmation shared with EB one week before Second regular
session - August 20, 2022

Timeframe ● Reserve has been frozen since Annual session
● Will remain frozen until EB unfreezes

Dependencies

Ownership UNOPS Finance Group

Status Update

Since the Annual Session of the Executive Board in June 2022, UNOPS has frozen all further
transfers out of the operational reserve for any purpose other than daily operations.
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A6: Support the work of the working group in developing options for use of
reserves, transparency, and limiting accumulation of UNOPS reserves

Description Requests that the working group focus its work on a) options for the
appropriate use of UNOPS reserves, b) options to increase transparency
around UNOPS management fees and costing structure with a view to limiting
the accumulation of UNOPS reserves, and c) any other matters.

Deliverables 1. Proposals for use of reserves and limiting accumulation of surplus

Milestones 1. Briefing on UNOPS business model and fundamentals
2. Briefing on pricing and costing action plan
3. Briefing on reserves and net asset options based on Deloitte report
4. Wrap-up session based previous discussions (if needed)

Timeframe ● Briefing 1: 26/27/28 July
● Briefing 2: 9/10/11 August
● Briefing 3: 16/17/18 August
● Briefing 4: If needed

Dependencies 1. Completion of Deloitte report
2. UNOPS revised pricing model

Ownership UNOPS Finance Group

Status Update

In support of their work the working group has requested UNOPS to provide background
information on its business model, structure of current reserves and options UNOPS is considering
for the use of reserves together with the rationale for each option, concrete details and figures. At
the request of the Working Group, two iterations of proposals have been submitted for
consideration.
The working group has also requested UNOPS to provide background information on the evolution
of its mandate. UNOPS has provided the working group with a paper detailing mandate evolution
from 1994 to present.
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A7: Review of the oversight mechanisms that existed for S3i

Description A third-party review of the oversight mechanisms that existed for S3i
investments;

Deliverables 1. TOR
2. Report

Milestones ● Review of TOR
● TOR signoff by Working Group
● Approach to selection of third-party decided
● Selection of third-party
● Report completion

Timeframe ● Start mid June with TOR drafting
● Work can commence following Working Group approval of TOR and

following selection of third-party
● Update will be provided at EB SRS

Dependencies The approach to selection of third-party and approval of TOR will impact the
timeline for commencing the work.

Ownership Working Group / UNOPS

Status Update

A Terms of Reference for the Review was developed and shared with the Board Working Group in a
timely manner.
Following several iterations the WG approved the TOR on July 28, 2022.
Subsequently UNOPS issued a global “request for proposal” , and we  expect to complete the
process to award the contract to a third party by the end of August.
We expect the supplier to commence work immediately following the award at the beginning of
September.
We expect to get the preliminary results of the reports in October, with the final reports due by the
end of November.
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A8: Review of UNOPS internal control systems

Description A third-party review of UNOPS internal control systems, risk management and
overall governance structures, including an assessment of the integrity of the
wider UNOPS portfolio and a review of UNOPS cost structures;

Deliverables 1. TOR
2. Report

Milestones ● Approach to selection of third-party decided
● TOR completion
● TOR signoff by Working Group
● Selection of third-party
● Report completion

Timeframe ● Work can commence following working group approval of TOR
● Update will be provided at EB SRS

Dependencies The approach to selection of third-party and approval of TOR will impact the
timeline for commencing the work.

Ownership Working Group / UNOPS

Status Update

A Terms of Reference for the Review was developed and shared with the Board Working Group in a
timely manner.
The Working Group approved the TOR on August 4, 2022,
As stated in A7, UNOPS then issued a global “request for proposal”, and we expect to complete the
process to award the contract to a third party by the end of August. The selected third party will be
expected to conduct both reviews in parallel.
We expect the supplier to commence work immediately following the award at the beginning of
September.
We expect to get the preliminary results of the reports in October, with the final reports due by the
end of November.
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A9: IAIG Independence assessment and S3I update

Description Requests the Director of IAIG to provide at the second regular session 2022 a
comprehensive assessments on the independence of each office, containing
reflections on (but not limited to) the degree to which each respective office
can determine freely: (a) how and when to report to and brief the Executive
Board; (b) the scope of audits and investigations; (c) what and who to audit or
investigate; (d) what assessments to make; (e) how to utilize available funds;
and (f) its relationship with the United Nations Office of Internal Oversight
Services (OIOS); and requests them to also provide suggestions and pathways
on how to further strengthen the independence of each respective office as
well as their budget estimates required for the execution of the full mandate;

Requests the Director of IAIG to provide an update to the Executive Board on
the status of investigations related to S3i irregularities at the second regular
session 2022, or at an earlier date, as needed.

Deliverables 1. Assessment of Independence
2. Actions planned or taken to further strengthen the independence of

IAIG.
3. Update on S3I investigations

Milestones Assessment and Update shared with EB one week before Second regular
session - August 20, 2022

Timeframe ● Start mid June with completion by Second Regular Session (end Aug)

Dependencies

Ownership Director IAIG

Status Update : Action completed

IAIG has completed the assessment of its independence and prepared a comprehensive report.
The following documents have been prepared:
1- Report of IAIG independence assessment and recommendations to address identified issues.
2- Revised audit charter.
3- Budget estimates for the implementation of the EB Decisions.

The Director of IAIG will present to the AAC on Tuesday 16th and share with the EB the same day.

Significant changes on both budget (mainly on Personnel costs) and operating arrangements have
been necessary with a view to secure IAIG operational independence and lift its capacity to meet
the needs of UNOPS.

The Director of IAIG will attend the closed session with EB Bureau on 24th August followed by the
informal on the 26th and the formal on the 29th.

Since June 2022, IAIG Director has had regular direct contacts with the UNOPS Executive Board, the
UNOPS Executive Board Bureau and the UNOPS Executive Board President.
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A10: Ethics Independence assessment

Description Taking note of the continuously growing caseload [...] and requests to ensure
respective offices can adequately execute their mandate.
Requests an independent review of the ethics function to ensure the
independence and impartiality of the work.
Urges the Director of the UNOPS Ethics and Compliance Office to
demonstrate and assure the Board of its full functionality and independence;
Urges UNOPS to ensure that a strong whistle-blower function and protection
against retaliation system is in place to ensure the protection of individuals
that report wrongdoings and risks related to weaknesses within the UNOPS
management and control systems, and requests UNOPS to finalise and
publish an updated whistle-blower policy, to be presented to the Executive
Board at the second regular session 2022;
Requests UNOPS to update and make public its ethics website and to provide
all information in an easy-to-access format for all UNOPS employees;
Requests the Director of the UNOPS Ethics and Compliance Office to report at
the second regular session 2022 on the constitution of the office and the
actions taken to strengthen the independence of the Office and
whistle-blower protections.

Deliverables 1. Assessment of Independence
2. Updated whistle-blower policy
3. Update ethics website

Milestones Update on assessment and updated whistle-blower policy shared with EB one
week before Second regular session - August 20, 2022

Timeframe ● Start mid June with completion by Second Regular Session (end Aug)

Dependencies

Ownership Director Ethics

Status Update

With regards to the request of "an independent review of the ethics function to ensure the
independence and impartiality of the work", the terms of reference for such a review has been
finalised. The review will be conducted by a team of Ethics Offices from within the
wider Ethics Network of Multilateral Organisations (ENMO) which comprises over 40 multilateral
organisations. UNOPS is currently in the process of identifying the reviewing parties and agreeing
on availability and timelines for the review and are aiming at Q4 2022 for initiation and Q1 2023 for
completion of the review.We will update the Board at its next session on the progress and, if
available at the time, of the outcomes of the review.

With regards to the request to "publish an updated whistle-blower policy to be presented to the
Executive Board at the second regular session", UNOPS' previous policy of protection against
retaliation was abolished. The updated version has been aligned with the wider Ethics Panel of the
United Nations (EPUN) and includes inputs particularly from the UN Secretariat, UNDP and UNFPA
to further align our practices and open the door for wider collaboration and exchange of good
practices. The policy was  promulgated on 19 August 2022, in alignment with the request from the
Board to promulgate it prior to the Board session. The policy can be accessed here.

With regards to the request "to update and make public its ethics website and to provide all
information in an easy-to-access format for all UNOPS employees", following a review of the current
site, the Ethics Offices website has been updated in August 2022 following consultations with
internal stakeholders. As requested, the website now includes among others, a detailed
description of the role of the Ethics Office, the importance of speaking-up at UNOPS and
references how to report wrongdoing using the relevant channels in an easy-to-access format in
English, French and Spanish. The Ethics Office will also continue to improve its website as an
on-going effort.
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https://content.unops.org/documents/libraries/policies-2020/operational-directives-and-instructions/human-resources-ethics-and-culture/en/OI.Ethics-Protection-against-retaliation-1.pdf

